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WAVE PACKETS AND
THE QUADRATIC MONGE-KANTOROVICH DISTANCE
IN QUANTUM MECHANICS
FRANC¸OIS GOLSE AND THIERRY PAUL
Abstract. In this paper, we extend the upper and lower bounds for the
“pseudo-distance” on quantum densities analogous to the quadratic Monge-
Kantorovich(-Vasershtein) distance introduced in [F. Golse, C. Mouhot, T.
Paul, Commun. Math. Phys. 343 (2016) 165–205] to positive quantizations
defined in terms of the family of phase space translates of a density operator,
not necessarily of rank 1 as in the case of the To¨plitz quantization. As a corol-
lary, we prove that the uniform as h̵ → 0 convergence rate for the mean-field
limit of the N-particle Heisenberg equation holds for a much wider class of
initial data than in [F. Golse, C. Mouhot, T. Paul, loc. cit.]. We also discuss
the relevance of the pseudo-distance compared to the Schatten norms for the
purpose of metrizing the set of quantum density operators in the semiclassical
regime.
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1. Generalized Husimi Transform and Positive Quantization
Let H ∶= L2(Rd); a density operator on H is a bounded operator R on H such
that
R = R∗ ≥ 0 and trace(R) = 1 .
We denote by D(H) the set of density operators on H, and set
D2(H) ∶= {R ∈ D(H) s.t. trace(R1/2∣x∣2R1/2) + trace(R1/2(−∆x)R1/2) < ∞} .
For all q, p ∈Rd and λ > 0, and for all ψ ∈ H, we set
Tq,pψ(x) = ψ(x − q)eip⋅(x−q/2) , and Sλψ(x) = λ−d/4ψ(x/√λ) .
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. 28A33, 82C10, 35Q55 (82C05,35Q83).
Key words and phrases. Wasserstein distance, Husimi transform, To¨plitz operators, Semiclas-
sical limit, Mean-field limit, Schro¨dinger equation, Hartree equation.
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One has obviously
Tq+q′,p+p′ = e−i(p⋅q′−p′ ⋅q)/2 Tq,pTq′p′ and Sλλ′ = SλSλ′
for all q, q′, p, p′ ∈Rd and λ,λ′ > 0, and
T ∗q,p = T−q,−p = T −1q,p and S∗λ = S1/λ = S−1λ ,
so that Tq,p and Sλ are unitary operators on H.
We set
Rλq,p ∶= Tq,p/λSλRS∗λT ∗q,p/λ for each R ∈ D(H), q, p ∈Rd , λ > 0 .
The family Rλq,p is, for each λ > 0, a resolution of the identity, i.e.
(1)
1
(2πλ)d ∫Rd×Rd Rλq,p dq dp = IH ,
the integral on the left hand side being understood in the weak sense, i.e., for each
φ,ψ ∈ H, the function (q, p)↦ ⟨φ∣Rq,p ∣ψ⟩ belongs to L1(Rd ×Rd) and
(2)
1
(2πλ)d ∫Rd×Rd⟨φ∣Rλq,p∣ψ⟩dq dp = ⟨φ∣ψ⟩ .
Indeed1 let r(x,x′) be the integral kernel of R. The integral kernel of the left hand
side of (1) is
1
(2πλ)d ∫Rd×Rd λ−d/2r(x−q√λ , x′−q√λ )eip(x−x′)/λ dq dp
= δ(x − x′)∫
Rd×Rd
λ−d/2r(x−q√
λ
, x
′−q√
λ
)dq
= δ(x − x′) trace(R) = δ(x − x′) .
The following definition generalizes the standard To¨plitz quantization.
Definition 1.1. Let R ∈ D(H). For each positive Borel measure µ on Rd×Rd and
each λ > 0, we denote by OpRλ [µ] the (possibly unbounded) nonnegative self-adjoint
operator on L2(Rd) given by
OpRλ [µ] ∶= 1(2πλ)d ∫Rd×Rd Rλq,p µ(dpdq) .
(Denoting by VR ⊂ H the closed linear subspace of functions φ ≡ φ(x) such that(p, q) ↦ ⟨φ∣Rλq,p ∣φ⟩ belongs to L1(Rd ×Rd, µ), the formula above defines OpRλ [µ] as
a bounded linear operator from VR to its topological dual V ′R.)
Notice that OpRλ [µ] can be expressed as a sum of standard “rank one” To¨plitz
operators by using the spectral decomposition of the Hilbert-Schmidt operator R
Example. Let a ∈H1(Rd) satisfy
∫
Rd
∣a(y)∣2 dy = 1 , ∫
Rd
∣y∣2∣a(y)∣2 dy < ∞ .
Then, the orthogonal projection on Ca belongs to D2(H).
1Although we have given an explicit proof of (1), one could also use the following argument.
Since the family of Weyl operators eiθTq,p with θ ∈ S1 and (q, p) ∈ T ∗Rd, defines an irreducible
representation of the Weyl-Heisenberg group, (2) can be recovered from the so-called orthogonality
relations of square integrable group representations (see [7], Theorem 3.1) applied to each term of
the spectral decomposition of the Hilbert-Schmidt operator SλRS
∗
λ
.
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Henceforth we set
(3) ∣q, p, λ, a⟩ ∶= Tq,pSλa , p, q ∈Rd , λ > 0 ,
and use Dirac’s notation involving bras and kets (see chapter II.B in [4]).
For instance, one can choose a to be a Gaussian:
(4) a(x) ∶= π−d/4e−∣x∣2/2 ,
in which case ∣p, q, h̵, a⟩ (where h̵ is the Planck constant) designates the Schro¨dinger
coherent state ([15], Problem 3 in §23 of [9]).
Next we recall the notion of Wigner transform at scale λ of a Hilbert-Schmidt
operator K on L2(Rd), with integral kernel k ∈ L2(Rd ×Rd) (see formula (51) in
[10]):
(5) Wλ[K](x, ξ) ∶= (2π)−dFy→ξ (k(x + 12λy,x − 12λy)) .
(The notation Fy→ξ designates the partial Fourier transform defined by the formula
Fy→ξ(φ(x, y)) ∶= ∫
Rd
φ(x, y)e−iξ⋅y dy for all φ ∈ S(Rd ×Rd) ,
and extended by duality to S′(Rd ×Rd).)
The Wigner transform satisfies the following elementary properties.
Proposition 1.2. For all Hilbert-Schmidt operators K,L on L2(Rd) and all λ > 0,
(6) Wλ[K∗] =Wλ[K] ,
and
(7) trace(K∗L) = (2πλ)d ∫
Rd×Rd
Wλ[K](x, ξ)Wλ[L](x, ξ)dxdξ .
For each p, q ∈Rd, one has
(8) Wλ[Tq,p/λKT ∗q,p/λ ](x, ξ) =Wλ[K ](x − q, ξ − p) , for a.e. x, ξ ∈Rd .
For each Borel probability measure µ on Rd ×Rd, one has
(9) Wλ[OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ] ] = µ ⋆Wλ[R ] ,
and2
(10) Wλ[R ] ⋆Wλ[R ]∗(q, p) = trace(∣(Rλ)1/2Tq,p(Rλ)1/2∣2)(2πλ)d ≥ 0 .
Proof. If k ≡ k(X,Y ) is the integral kernel ofK, the integral kernel ofK∗ is k(Y,X),
and this implies (6). Likewise, the integral kernel of Tq,p/λKT ∗q,p/λ is
k(x − q, y − q)eip⋅(x−y)/λ ,
and this implies formula (8). Formula (9) follows from formula (8) and Fubini’s the-
orem. To prove (7), denote by k and l the integral kernels of K and L respectively,
write
trace(K∗L) = ∫
Rd×Rd
k(Y,X)l(Y,X)dX dY
= λd ∫
Rd
(∫
Rd
k(x − 1
2
λy,x + 1
2
λy)l(x − 1
2
λy,x + 1
2
λy)dy) dx ,
2For each complex-valued function f defined a.e. on Rn, we denote f∗(x) ∶= f(−x).
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and apply Plancherel’s theorem to the inner integral on the right hand side. Finally,
formula (10) follows from the identities (7) and (8). 
Along with the generalization of the standard To¨plitz quantization given in Def-
inition 1.1, we define a notion of generalized Husimi transform. We refer to [10]
for the theory of the usual Husimi transform, namely in the case where R = ∣a⟩⟨a∣,
with a chosen to be the Gaussian state (4).
Definition 1.3. Let R ∈ D(H), and let K be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L2(Rd).
Its generalized Husimi transform is
W˜Rλ [K] ∶=Wλ[K] ⋆Wλ[R ]∗ .
In the case where a is the Gaussian profile (4), an elementary computation shows
that
Wλ[ ∣a⟩⟨a∣ ](x, ξ) = (πλ)−de−(∣x∣2+∣ξ∣2)/λ ,
so that the definition of W˜Rλ [K] given above with R = ∣a⟩⟨a∣ coincides with formula
(52) in [10].
The following properties of this generalized Husimi transform are very similar to
those already known in the Gaussian case (see [10]).
Proposition 1.4. Let K be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L2(Rd). Then, for all
λ > 0
(11) K =K∗ ≥ 0 ⇒ W˜Rλ [K] ≥ 0 on Rd ×Rd .
In particular, for each Borel probability measure µ on Rd ×Rd, one has
(12)
W˜Rλ [OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ] ](q, p) = ∫
Rd×Rd
trace(∣(Rλ)1/2Tq−q′,p−p′(Rλ)1/2∣2)
(2πλ)d µ(dp
′ dq′) .
Proof. By (6), (7) and (8), one has
W˜Rλ [K](q, p) = ∫
Rd×Rd
Wλ[K](x, ξ)Wλ[Rq,p ]∗(x, ξ)dxdξ = trace(Rλq,pK)(2πλ)d .
Next, one has
trace(Rλq,pK) = trace((Rλq,p)1/2K(Rλq,p)1/2) ≥ 0 ,
Indeed K =K∗ ≥ 0 and
Rλq,p = Tq,p/λSλRS∗λT ∗q,p/λ = (Rλq,p)∗ ≥ 0 , since R = R∗ ≥ 0 .
This observation proves the inequality (11) and generalizes formula (42) in [10].
The identity (12) follows from Definition 1.3 with formulas (9) and (10), after
observing that
trace(RλRλq−q′,p−p′) = trace(RλTq−q′,(p−p′)/λRλT ∗q−q′,(p−p′)/λ)
= trace(Tq′,p′/λRλTq−q′,(p−p′)/λRλT ∗q,p/λ)
= trace(Tq′,p′/λRλT ∗q′,p′/λTq,p/λRλT ∗q,p/λ) = trace(Rλq,pRλq′,p′)
for all p, p′, q, q′ ∈Rd. 
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2. Monge-Kantorovich Distance and Positive Quantization:
an Upper Bound
We recall the following notion of “pseudo-distance”3 between density operators
on H = L2(Rd) introduced in Definition 2.2 of [6].
For K,K ′ ∈ D(H), a coupling of K,K ′ is an element Q ∈ D(H⊗H) such that, for
all bounded operators A,A′ on H
traceH⊗H(Q(A⊗ I + I⊗A′)) = traceH(KA) + traceH(K ′A′) .
(See Definition 2.1 in [6].) The set of couplings of K,K ′ is denoted C(K,K ′).
Obviously K ⊗K ′ ∈ C(K,K ′), so that C(K,K ′) /= ∅.
For each pair K,K ′ ∈ D(H) and each λ > 0, set
MKλ(K,K ′) ∶= inf
Q∈C(K,K′)
√
traceH⊗H(Q1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)Q1/2) ∈ [0,+∞] ,
where
Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′) ∶= d∑
j=1
((xj − x′j)2 − λ2(∂xj − ∂x′j)2) .
This definition is formally analogous to the definition of the Monge-Kantorovich,
or Vasershtein distance of exponent 2 (see Theorem 7.3 in chapter 7 of [17]). In the
language of optimal transportation, the differential operator Cλ above is analogous
to the notion of cost function (see chapter 1 in [17]).
We begin with an elementary observation, which is the analogue of Proposition
2.1 in [17].
Lemma 2.1. For each pair K,K ′ ∈ D2(H) and each λ > 0, there exists Q ∈ C(K,K ′)
such that
MKλ(K,K ′)2 = traceH⊗H(Q1/2n Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)Q1/2n ) .
Proof. Let Qn ∈ C(K,K ′) be a minimizing sequence, i.e.
traceH⊗H(Q1/2n Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)Q1/2n ) →MKλ(K,K ′)2
as n→∞. Since Qn ∈ C(K,K ′), one has
traceH⊗H(Q1/2n (H ⊗ IH + IH ⊗H)Q1/2n ) = traceH(HK) + traceH(HK ′) < ∞
for all n ≥ 1, where
H ∶= ∣x∣2 −∆x .
(That traceH(HK) + traceH(HK ′) < ∞ follows from the fact that K,K ′ ∈ D2(H).)
By Proposition 7 in [8], there exists Q ∈ L1(H⊗H) such that
traceH⊗H(∣Qn −Q∣) → 0 as n→∞ ,
for some subsequence of Qn. Without loss of generality, we shall henceforth assume
that the limit above holds for the whole sequence Qn.
Since Qn ∈ C(K,K ′), one has Qn =Q∗n ≥ 0, so that Q =Q∗ ≥ 0, and
traceH⊗H(Qn(A⊗ IH + IH ⊗B)) = traceH(KA) + traceH(K ′B) .
3There exists a well-defined notion of pseudometric space. We do not claim that the functional
MK̵h defined below is a pseudometric; we nevertheless call MK̵h a pseudo-distance for want of a
better terminology.
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Passing to the limit in the left hand side of the equality above as n→∞, one finds
that
traceH⊗H(Q(A⊗ IH + IH ⊗B)) = traceH(KA) + traceH(K ′B)
for all bounded operators A,B ∈ L(H), so that Q ∈ C(K,K ′).
Notice that the operator IH⊗H + ǫCλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′) is unbounded self-adjoint,
nonnegative and invertible on H⊗H for all ǫ > 0. Set
Cǫλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′) ∶= (IH⊗H + ǫCλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′))−1Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′) .
Obviously
0 ≤ Cǫλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′) = Cǫλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)∗ ≤ 1ǫ IH⊗H ,
so that
traceH⊗H(Q1/2n Cǫλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)Q1/2n ) = traceH⊗H(QnCǫλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′))
→ traceH⊗H(QCǫλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)) = traceH⊗H(Q1/2Cǫλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)Q1/2)
as n→ +∞. On the other hand
Cǫλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′) ≤ Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)
so that, for each ǫ > 0 and each n ≥ 1, one has
traceH⊗H(Q1/2n Cǫλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)Q1/2n ) ≤ traceH⊗H(Q1/2n Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)Q1/2n )
→MKλ(K,K ′)2
as n→ +∞. Hence
traceH⊗H(Q1/2Cǫλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)Q1/2) ≤MKλ(K,K ′)2
for each ǫ > 0. In the limit as ǫ→ 0, one has
traceH⊗H(Q1/2Cǫλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)Q1/2)→ traceH⊗H(Q1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)Q1/2)
by monotone convergence, so that
traceH⊗H(Q1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)Q1/2) ≤MKλ(K,K ′)2 .
Since Q ∈ C(K,K ′), the inequality above is an equality, and Q is a minimizer. 
Our first main result is the following theorem, which compares the pseudo-
distance MKλ for pairs of generalized To¨plitz operators with the quadratic Monge-
Kantorovich-Vasershtein distance between their symbols.
Theorem 2.2. Let R,R′ ∈ D2(H).
(i) For all λ > 0, one has
MKλ(Rλ, (R′)λ)2 = λMK1(R,R′)2 .
(ii) For all q, q′, p, p′ ∈Rd and each λ > 0, one has
MKλ(Rλq,p/λ, (R′)λq′,p′/λ)2 =∣q − q′∣2 + ∣p − p′∣2 + λMK1(R,R′)2
+ 2√λ traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)z) ⋅ (q − q′)
+ 2√λTrL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)(−iλ∇z)) ⋅ (p − p′) .
(iii) Let µ,µ′ be Borel probability measures on Rd ×Rd satisfying the condition
∫
Rd×Rd
(∣p∣2 + ∣q∣2)µ(dpdq) +∫
Rd×Rd
(∣p∣2 + ∣q∣2)µ′(dpdq) <∞ .
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Then
OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ] and OpR′λ [(2πλ)dµ′] ∈ D2(L2(Rd)) ,
and
MKλ(OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ],OpR′λ [(2πλ)dµ′])2 ≤ distMK,2(µ,µ′)2 + λMK1(R,R′)2
+2√λ∫(Rd×Rd)2 traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)(−iλ∇z)) ⋅ p(µ − µ′)(dq dp)
+2√λ∫(Rd×Rd)2 traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)z) ⋅ q(µ − µ′)(dq dp) .
Proof. For each λ > 0 and each Q ∈ C(R,R′), one has
traceH⊗H(SλQS∗λ(A⊗ I)) = traceH⊗H(QS∗λ(A⊗ I)Sλ)
= traceH⊗H(Q((S∗λASλ)⊗ I))
= traceH(RS∗λASλ) = traceH(RλA)
for each bounded operator on H, and, by the same token
traceH⊗H(SλQS∗λ(I⊗A)) = TrH((R′)λA) .
Hence Qλ = SλQS∗λ runs through C(Rλ, (R′)λ)) as Q runs through C(R,R′).
Besides, straightforward computations show that
S∗λCλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)Sλ = λC1(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)
so that
traceH⊗H((Qλ)1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)(Qλ)1/2)
= λ traceH⊗H(SλQ1/2C1(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)Q1/2S∗λ)
= λ traceH⊗H(Q1/2C1(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)Q1/2) ,
since S∗λ = S−1λ on H⊗H. Thus
MKλ(Rλ, (R′)λ)2 = inf
Q∈C(R,R′)
traceH⊗H((Qλ)1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)(Qλ)1/2)
= λ inf
Q∈C(R,R′)
traceH⊗H(Q1/2C1(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)Q1/2)
= λMK1(R,R′)2 .
This proves statement (i).
For each q, q′, p, p′ ∈Rd and each Q ∈ C(R,R′), set
Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λ ∶= T(q,q′),(p/λ,p′/λ)SλQS∗λT ∗(q,q′),(p/λ,p′/λ) .
Obviously, for each bounded operator A on H, one has
traceH⊗H(Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λ(A⊗ I))
= traceH⊗H(QS∗λT ∗(q,q′),(p/λ,p′/λ)(A⊗ I)T(q,q′),(p/λ,p′/λ)Sλ)
= traceH⊗H(Q((S∗λT ∗q,p/λATq,p/λSλ)⊗ I))
= traceH(R(S∗λT ∗q,p/λATq,p/λSλ))
= traceH(Rλq,p/λA) ,
and by the same token
traceH⊗H(Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λ(I⊗A)) = traceH((R′)λq′,p′/λA) .
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Hence Qλ
q,q′,p/λ,p′/λ ∈ C(Rλq,p/λ, (R′)λq′,p′/λ). Moreover, the argument above shows
that Qλ
q,q′,p/λ,p′/λ runs through C(Rλq,p/λ, (R′)λq′,p′/λ) as Q runs through C(R,R′).
By a straightforward computation,
T ∗(q,q′),(p/λ,p′/λ)Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)T(q,q′),(p/λ,p′/λ) =∣q − q′∣2 + ∣p − p′∣2
+ 2(q − q′) ⋅ (x − x′)
+ 2(p − p′) ⋅ (iλ∇y − iλ∇x)
+Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′) .
Hence
traceH⊗H((Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λ)1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)(Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λ)1/2)
= ∣q − q′∣2 + ∣p − p′∣2 + traceH⊗H((Qλ)1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)(Qλ)1/2)
+2(p − p′) ⋅ traceH⊗H(−iλ(∇x − ∇x′)Q)
+2(q − q′) ⋅ traceH⊗H((x − x′)Q) .
Observe that
traceH⊗H((x − x′)Qλ) = traceH(xRλ) − traceH(x′(R′)λ)
=√λ traceL2(Rd,dz)(z(R −R′)) ,
while
traceH⊗H(−iλ(∇x − iλ∇x′)Qλ) = traceH(iλ∇xRλ) − traceH(−iλ∇x′(R′)λ)
=√λ traceL2(Rd,dz)(−iλ∇z(R −R′)) ,
since SλxS
∗
λ =
√
λx and Sλ(−iλ∇x)S∗λ = λ−1/2(−iλ∇x). Therefore
(13)
traceH⊗H((Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λ)1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)(Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λ)1/2)
= ∣q − q′∣2 + ∣p − p′∣2 + traceH⊗H((Qλ)1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)(Qλ)1/2)
+2√λ(p − p′) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dz)(−iλ∇z(R −R′))
+2√λ(q − q′) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dz)(z(R −R′)) .
We have seen that Qλ
q,q′,p/λ,p′/λ runs through C(Rλq,p/λ, (R′)λq′,p′/λ) while Qλ runs
through C(Rλ, (R′)λ) as Q runs through C(R,R′); thus
MKλ(Rλq,p/λ, (R′)λq′,p′/λ)2
= inf
Q∈C(R,R′)
traceH⊗H((Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λ)1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)(Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λ)1/2)
= ∣q − q′∣2 + ∣p − p′∣2 + inf
Q∈C(R,R′)
traceH⊗H((Qλ)1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)(Qλ)1/2)
+2√λ(p − p′) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dz)(−iλ∇x(R −R′))
+2√λ(q − q′) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dz)(z(R −R′))
= ∣q − q′∣2 + ∣p − p′∣2 +MKλ(Rλ, (R′)λ)2
+2√λ(p − p′) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dz)(−iλ∇x(R −R′))
+2√λ(q − q′) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dz)(z(R −R′)) ,
With the formula in statement (i), this implies statement (ii).
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Let Q ∈ C(R,R′), and let ρ be an optimal coupling of µ and µ′, i.e. ρ is a Borel
probability measure on (Rd ×Rd)2 satisfying
∫(Rd×Rd)2(f(q, p) + g(q′, p′))ρ(dpdq dp′ dq′) =∫Rd×Rd f(q, p)µ(dpdq)
+∫
Rd×Rd
g(q′, p′)µ′(dp′ dq′)
for all f, g ∈ Cb(Rd ×Rd), and
distMK,2(µ,µ′)2 = ∫(Rd×Rd)2(∣q − q′∣2 + λ2∣p − p′∣2)ρ(dpdq dp′ dq′) .
Set
Q
λ ∶= ∫(Rd×Rd)2 Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λρ(dq dq′ dpdp′) .
Then, for each bounded operator A on H, one has
traceH⊗H(Qλ(A⊗ I))
= ∫(Rd×Rd)2 traceH⊗H(Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λ(A⊗ I))ρ(dq dq′ dpdp′)
= ∫(Rd×Rd)2 traceH(Rλq,p/λA)ρ(dq dq′ dpdp′)
= ∫
Rd×Rd
traceH(Rλq,p/λA)µ(dq dp)
= traceH (A∫
Rd×Rd
Rλq,p/λµ(dq dp))
= traceH(OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ]A) .
By the same token
traceH⊗H(Qλ(I⊗A)) = traceH(OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ′]A) ,
so that
Q
λ ∈ C(OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ],OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ′]) .
Integrating both sides of formula (13) with respect to the measure ρ, one finds by
(13) that
(14)
traceH⊗H((Qλ)1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)(Qλ)1/2)
=∫
R4d
traceH⊗H (√Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λCλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)√Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λ) ρ(dq dpdq′ dp′)
= ∫
R4d
(∣q − q′∣2 + ∣p − p′∣2)ρ(dq dpdq′ dp′)
+2√λ∫
R4d
(q − q′) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dz)(z(R −R′))ρ(dq dpdq′ dp′)
+2√λ∫
R4d
(p − p′) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dz)(−iλ∇z(R −R′))ρ(dq dpdq′ dp′)
+∫
R4d
traceH⊗H((Qλ)1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)(Qλ)1/2)ρ(dq dpdq′ dp′)
= distMK,2(µ,µ′)2 + traceH⊗H((Qλ)1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)(Qλ)1/2)
+2√λ∫
R4d
(p − p′) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dz)(−iλ∇z(R −R′))ρ(dq dpdq′ dp′)
+2√λ∫
R4d
(q − q′) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dz)(z(R −R′))ρ(dq dpdq′ dp′) .
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Minimizing both sides of this equality as Q runs through C(R,R′), we see that
MKλ((OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ],OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ′]))2≤distMK,2(µ,µ′)2+MKλ(Rλ, (R′)λ)2
+2√λ∫
R4d
(p − p′) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dz)(−iλ∇z(R −R′))ρ(dq dpdq′ dp′)
+2√λ∫
R4d
(q − q′) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dz)(z(R −R′))ρ(dq dpdq′ dp′) .
Finally, we use statement (i) to express the last term on the right hand side as
MKλ(Rλ, (R′)λ)2 = λMK1(R,R′)2 ,
and this concludes the proof. 
Several remarks are in order after Theorem 2.2. First we recall formula (14)
from [6]: for each R,R′ ∈ D2(L2(Rd)), one has
(15) MK1(R,R′)2 ≥ 2d for all R,R′ ∈ D2(L2(Rd)) .
Corollary 2.3. Let a be the Gaussian state (4). The corresponding density operator∣a⟩⟨a∣ = ∣0,0,1, a⟩⟨0,0,1, a∣ minimizes the MK1 (pseudo-)distance to itself, i.e.
MK1(∣a⟩⟨a∣ , ∣a⟩⟨a∣)2 = 2d .
An optimal coupling of ∣a⟩⟨a∣ with itself is
∣a⟩⟨a∣ ⊗ ∣a⟩⟨a∣ .
More generally, for all q, q′, p, p′ ∈Rd and λ > 0, one has
MKλ(∣q, p, λ, a⟩⟨q, p, λ, a∣ , ∣q′, p′, λ, a⟩⟨q′, p′, λ, a∣)2 = ∣q − q′∣2 + ∣p − p′∣2 + 2dλ .
Proof. Applying Theorem 2.3 (1) in [6] with ǫ = 1 and µ1 = µ2 = δ(0,0) shows that
MK1(∣a⟩⟨a∣ , ∣a⟩⟨a∣)2 ≤ 2d .
The reverse inequality follows from (15).
The optimality of the coupling
∣a⟩⟨a∣ ⊗ ∣a⟩⟨a∣ .
of ∣a⟩⟨a∣ with itself follows from formula (30) in [6] with µ = δ(0,0) ⊗ δ(0,0).
The second equality in the corollary follows from the first, together with the
identity in Theorem 2.2 (ii). 
The first equality in Corollary 2.3 shows that the transport from the Gaussian
density ∣a⟩⟨a∣ to itself minimizes the pseudo-distance MK1. In fact, there is a much
wider class of densities enjoying the same property.
Corollary 2.4. Let R ∈ D2(L2(Rd)) satisfy the minimality condition
MK1(R,R)2 = 2d .
Then, for all each Borel probability measure µ on Rd ×Rd with finite second order
moment, i.e. satisfying
∬
Rd×Rd
(∣q∣2 + ∣p∣2)µ(dq dp) <∞ ,
one has
MKλ(OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ],OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ])2 = 2dλ ,
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Proof. That
MKλ(OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ],OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ])2 ≥ 2dλ
follows from formula (14) in [6], or from formula (15) and Theorem 2.2 (i). On the
other hand, by Theorem 2.2 (iii)
MKλ(OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ],OpRλ [(2πλ)dµ])2 ≤ distMK,2(µ,µ)2 + λMK1(R,R)2 = 2dλ .

Corollary 2.3 shows that any classical To¨plitz operator OpTh̵ [(2π)dµ], where µ is
a Borel probability measure onRd×Rd with finite second order moment, minimizes
the pseudo-distance MKh̵ to itself i.e. MK1(OpTh̵ [(2π)dµ],OpTh̵ [(2π)dµ])2 = 2dh̵.
In fact, one can easily characterize the density operators minimizing the MK1
(pseudo-)distance to themselves: they must be the marginals of any fundamen-
tal state of the operator C1(x,x′,∇x,∇x′). More precisely, one has the following
characterization.
Proposition 2.5. Let R ∈ D2(L2(Rd)). Then
MK1(R,R) = 2d
if and only if there exist ρ ≡ ρ(z, z′) ∈ L2(Rd ×Rd) such that the operator with
integral kernel ρ is self-adjoint nonnegative and trace-class on L2(Rd), and the
integral kernel r(x,x′) of R is given by the expression
(16) r(x,x′) = ∫
Rd
e−(∣x−z∣
2+∣x′−z∣2)/4ρ(x + z
2
,
x′ + z
2
) dz .
An obvious consequence of the proposition is the following “separation” property.
Corollary 2.6. In particular, for each R,R′ ∈ D2(L2(Rd)), one has
R ≠ R′ Ô⇒MK1(R,R′) > 2d .
Notice however that the converse of the implication in Corollary 2.6 is not true,
as can be seen from Proposition 2.5.
Proof of Proposition 2.5. Let us assume that MK1(R,R) = 2d. By Lemma 2.1,
there exists Q ∈ C(R,R) such that
(17) traceL2(Rd)⊗L2(Rd)(Q1/2C1(x, y,∇x,∇y)Q1/2) = 2d .
Observing that
(xj − yj)2 − (∂xj − ∂yj)2 − 2 = ((xj − yj) − (∂xj − ∂yj)) ((xj − yj) + (∂xj − ∂yj)) ,
we conclude that
A = ((xj − yj) + (∂xj − ∂yj))Q1/2 = 0 ,
since (17) can be put in the form
traceL2(Rd)⊗L2(Rd)(A∗A) = 0 .
Hence, the integral kernel u ≡ u(x, y, x′, y′) of Q1/2 is of the form
u(x, y, x′, y′) = e−∣x−y∣2/4s(x + y
2
, x′, y′) ,
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with s ∈ L2((Rd)3). Since Q is self-adjoint, so is Q1/2. Therefore the integral kernel
of Q is of the form
(18) q(x, y, x′, y′) = e−(∣x−y∣2+∣x′−y′∣2)/4ρ(x + y
2
,
x′ + y′
2
) ,
with
ρ(z, z′) ∶=∬
Rd×Rd
s(z, x′′, y′′)s(z′, x′′, y′′)dx′′ dy′′ .
By construction, ρ is the integral kernel of a nonnegative, self-adjoint, trace-class
operator on L2(Rd). (That the operator with integral kernel ρ is trace-class on
L2(Rd) follows form the fact that s ∈ L2((Rd)3)). Since R is the first (or the
second) marginal of Q, its integral kernel must be given by the formula
r(x,x′) = ∫
Rd
q(x, z, x′, z)dz .
With the expression (18) for q, this is equivalent to the formula (16) for r in the
statement of the proposition.
Conversely, let R ∈ D2(L2(Rd)) be defined in terms of an integral kernel r of
the form as in the proposition. Defining q by formula (18) in terms of the function
ρ provided by the proposition, we see that the operator Q with integral kernel q
is self-adjoint and nonnegative on L2((Rd)2), because the operator with integral
kernel ρ is self-adjoint nonnegative on L2(Rd). That Q ∈ C(R,R) follows from the
symmetry of the kernel ρ and formula (16). With Q defined in this way, one has
MK1(R,R)2 ≤ traceL2(Rd)⊗L2(Rd)(Q1/2C1(x, y,∇x,∇y)Q1/2) = 2d .
With the reverse inequality (15), we conclude that if r is given by formula (16),
then MK1(R,R)2 = 2d. 
Proof of Corollary 2.6. If MK1(R,R′) = 2d, there exists a coupling Q ∈ C(R,R′)
such that
traceL2(Rd)⊗L2(Rd)(Q1/2C1(x, y,∇x,∇y)Q1/2) = 2d
by Lemma 2.1. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2.5, we conclude that q must
be of the form (18). This implies that
q(x, y, x′, y′) = q(y, x, y′, x′) for a.e. x, y, x′, y′ ∈Rd .
Hence the integral kernels r and r′ of R and R′ respectively satisfy
r(x,x′) = ∫
Rd
q(x, z, x′, z)dz = ∫
Rd
q(z, x, z, x′)dz = r′(x,x′)
for a.e. x,x′ ∈Rd, so that R = R′. 
Theorem 2.2 provides a control of MKλ(K,K)2 in the case where K and K ′ are
generalized To¨plitz operators, in terms of the symbols of these operators.
However, Theorem 2.2 does not apply to general density operators. The following
observation provides an alternative control of MKλ(K,K ′) in terms of the Wigner
functions of K and K ′ respectively, and therefore does apply to a larger class of
density operators.
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Proposition 2.7. Consider two families of density matrices ρλ, ρ
′
λ ∈ D2(L2(Rd))
(not necessarily generalized To¨plitz operators) indexed by λ > 0. Then, for all λ > 0,
one has
MKλ(ρλ, ρ′λ)2 ≤ ∫
R4d
(∣q − q′∣2 + ∣p − p′∣2)Wλ[ρλ](q, p)Wλ[ρ′λ](q′, p′)dq dpdq′ dp′ ,
where Wλ[ρλ] and Wλ[ρ′λ] are the Wigner functions of ρλ and ρ′λ respectively, as
defined in (5)
Proof. Since ρλ ⊗ ρλ is a coupling of ρλ and ρ′λ, one has
MKλ(ρλ, ρ′λ)2 ≤ traceL2(Rd)⊗L2(Rd) ((ρλ ⊗ ρ′λ)1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)(ρλ ⊗ ρ′λ)1/2) .
Next, one has
Wλ[ρλ ⊗ ρ′λ] =Wh̵[ρλ]⊗Wh̵[ρ′λ] .
Denoting by rλ ≡ rλ(X,Y ) and r′λ ≡ r′λ(X ′, Y ′) the integral kernels of ρλ and ρ′λ
respectively, one has
∫
R2d
Wλ[ρλ](q, p)Wλ[ρ′](q′, p′)dpdp′ = rλ(q, q)r′λ(q′, q′) ,
and
∫
R2d
Wλ[ρλ](q, p)Wλ[ρ′](q′, p′)dq dq′ = 1(2πλ)2d rˆλ ( pλ , pλ) rˆ′λ (p
′
λ
,
p′
λ
) ,
where rˆλ and rˆ
′
λ are the twisted Fourier transforms of rλ and r
′
λ respectively, i.e.
rˆ(ξ, η) ∶=∬
Rd×Rd
rλ(x, y)e−i(ξ⋅x−η⋅y) dxdy ,
rˆ′(ξ, η) ∶=∬
Rd×Rd
r′λ(x, y)e−i(ξ⋅x−η⋅y) dxdy .
Hence
traceL2(Rd)⊗L2(Rd) ((ρλ ⊗ ρ′λ)1/2∣x − x′∣2(ρλ ⊗ ρ′λ)1/2)
= ∫
R4d
∣q − q′∣2Wλ[ρλ](q, p)Wλ[ρ′λ](q′, p′)dq dpdq′ dp′ ,
while
traceL2(Rd)⊗L2(Rd) ((ρλ ⊗ ρ′λ)1/2(∇x −∇x′) ⋅ (∇x − ∇x′)(ρλ ⊗ ρ′λ)1/2)
= − 1
λ2
∫
R4d
∣p − p′∣2Wλ[ρλ](q, p)Wλ[ρ′λ](q′, p′)dq dpdq′ dp′ .
Hence
traceL2(Rd)⊗L2(Rd) ((ρλ ⊗ ρ′λ)1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)(ρλ ⊗ ρ′λ)1/2)
= ∫
R4d
(∣q − q′∣2 + ∣p − p′∣2)Wλ[ρλ](q, p)Wλ[ρ′λ](q′, p′)dq dpdq′ dp′ ,
and this concludes the proof. 
Thus, if the families of density operators ρλ and ρ
′
λ satisfy
Wλ[ρλ]→ δq0,p0 and Wλ[ρ′λ]→ δq0,p0
in the sense of distributions as λ → 0+, together with appropriate tightness condi-
tions, then
∫
R4d
(∣q − q′∣2 + ∣p − p′∣2)Wλ[ρλ](q, p)Wλ[ρ′λ](q′, p′)dq dpdq′ dp′ → 0
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as λ → 0 with some convergence rate, and the inequality in the proposition above
implies that
MKλ(ρλ, ρ′λ) → 0 as λ→ 0 ,
with the same convergence rate.
3. A Lower Bound for MKh̵
The next theorem generalizes statement (2) in Theorem 2.3 of [6] to the positive
quantization in Definition 1.1.
Theorem 3.1. Let R,R′,K,K ′ ∈ D2(H). For each λ > 0, one has
MKλ(K,K ′)2 ≥distMK,2(W˜Rλ [K], W˜R′λ [K ′])2 − λMK1(R,R′)2
+ 2√λ traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)z) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dy)(y(K −K ′))
− 2λ3/2 traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)∇z) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dy)(∇y(K −K ′)) .
We begin with two elementary computations. The first lemma below is the
analogue of formula (48) in [6].
Lemma 3.2. Let R,R′ ∈ D2(H), and let Q ∈ C(R,R′). For each λ > 0
1(2πλ)2d ∫(Rd×Rd)2(∣q − q′∣2 + ∣p − p′∣2)Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λ dpdq dp′ dq′
= ∣x − x′∣2 − λ2∣∇x −∇x′ ∣2 + λ traceH⊗H(Q1/2C1Q1/2)IH⊗H
±2√λ traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)z) ⋅ (x − x′)
±2√λ traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)(−i∇z)) ⋅ (−iλ(∇x −∇x′)) .
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Denote by a ≡ a(X,X ′, Y, Y ′) ∈ C the integral kernel of the
operator Q. For each λ > 0 and each q, q′, p, p′ ∈ Rd, the the integral kernel of the
operator Qλ
q,q′,p/λ,p′/λ is
λ−da(x − q√
λ
,
x′ − q√
λ
,
y − q√
λ
,
y′ − q√
λ
) ei(p⋅(x−y)+p′⋅(x′−y′))/λ .
Thus the integral kernel of the operator
1
(2πλ)2d ∫(Rd×Rd)2 ∣q − q′∣2Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λ dpdq dp′ dq′
is
∫(Rd×Rd)2 ∣q − q′∣2λ−da(x−q√λ , x′−q′√λ , y−q√λ , y′−q′√λ ) ei(p⋅(x−y)+p′⋅(x′−y′))/λ dpdq dp
′ dq′
(2πλ)2d
= (∫(Rd×Rd)2 ∣q − q′∣2λ−da(x−q√λ , x′−q′√λ , x−q√λ , x′−q′√λ ) dq dq′) δ(x − y)δ(x′ − y′)
= (∫
Rd×Rd
∣(x−x′)−√λ(X−X ′)∣2a(X,X ′,X,X ′)dX dX ′) δ(x−y)δ(x′−y′)
= (∣x − x′∣2 − 2√λ traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)z) ⋅ (x − x′)
+λ∫
Rd×Rd
∣X −X ′∣2a(X,X ′,X,X ′)dXdX ′) δ(x − y)δ(x′ − y′) .
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To obtain the second term in the last right hand side, we have used the identity
∫
Rd×Rd
(X −X ′)a(X,X ′,X,X ′)dX dX ′ = traceH⊗H((X −X ′)Q)
= traceH(XR) − traceH(X ′R′) = traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)z) .
In other words
1
(2πλ)2d ∫(Rd×Rd)2 ∣q − q′∣2Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λdpdqdp′dq′
= ∣x − x′∣2 + λ traceH⊗H(∣X −X ′∣2Q)IH⊗H
−2√λ traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)z) ⋅ (x − x′) .
Next, the integral kernel of the operator
− 1(2πλ)2d ∫(Rd×Rd)2 ∣p − p′∣2Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λ dpdq dp′ dq′
is
−∫(Rd×Rd)2 ∣p − p′∣2λ−da(x−q√λ , x′−q′√λ , y−q√λ , y′−q′√λ ) ei(p⋅(x−y)+p′⋅(x′−y′))/λ dpdq dp
′ dq′
(2πλ)2d
= (∫
Rd×Rd
a(x−q√
λ
, x
′−q′√
λ
, y−q√
λ
, y
′−q′√
λ
) dq dq′
λd
)λ2(∇x−∇x′)⋅(∇y−∇y′)δ(x−y)δ(x′−y′)
in the sense of (tempered) distributions on (Rd ×Rd)2. The integral on the right
hand side can be put in the form
−∫
R4d
∣p − p′∣2λ−da(x−q√
λ
, x
′−q′√
λ
, y−q√
λ
, y
′−q′√
λ
) ei(p⋅(x−y)+p′⋅(x′−y′))/λ dpdq dp′ dq′(2πλ)2d
= λ2(∇x−∇x′) ⋅ (∇y−∇y′)((∫
Rd×Rd
a (X,X ′,X,X ′) dX dX ′) δ(x−y)δ(x′−y′))
−(∫
R2d
λ2(∇x−∇x′) ⋅ (∇y−∇y′)a(x−q√
λ
, x
′−q′√
λ
, y−q√
λ
, y
′−q′√
λ
) dq dq′
λd
) δ(x−y)δ(x′−y′)
−(∫
R2d
λ2(∇x−∇x′)a(x−q√
λ
, x
′−q′√
λ
, y−q√
λ
, y
′−q′√
λ
) dq dq′
λd
) ⋅ (∇y−∇y′)δ(x−y)δ(x′−y′)
−(∫
R2d
λ2(∇y−∇y′)a(x−q√
λ
, x
′−q′√
λ
, y−q√
λ
, y
′−q′√
λ
) dq dq′
λd
) ⋅ (∇x−∇x′)δ(x−y)δ(x′−y′)
= λ2(∇x −∇x′) ⋅ (∇y − ∇y′)δ(x − y)δ(x′ − y′)
+2√λ traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)∇z) ⋅ (∇x−∇x′)δ(x−y)δ(x′−y′)
−λ traceH⊗H((∇X − ∇X′)Q(∇X − ∇X′))δ(x − y)δ(x′ − y′) .
The expression of the second term on the last right hand side comes from the
identity
λ2(∫
R2d
(∇x−∇x′)a(x−q√
λ
, x
′−q′√
λ
, y−q√
λ
, y
′−q′√
λ
) dq dq′
λd
) ⋅ (∇y−∇y′)δ(x−y)δ(x′−y′)
= λ2(∫
R2d
(∇y−∇y′)a(x−q√
λ
, x
′−q′√
λ
, y−q√
λ
, y
′−q′√
λ
) dq dq′
λd
) ⋅ (∇x−∇x′)δ(x−y)δ(x′−y′) ,
which holds since
∫
R2d
a(x−q√
λ
, x
′−q′√
λ
, y−q√
λ
, y
′−q′√
λ
) dq dq′
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depends on x − y and x′ − y′ only, and from the formula
∫
Rd×Rd
(∇x−∇x′)a(x−q√
λ
, x
′−q′√
λ
, x−q√
λ
, x
′−q′√
λ
) dq dq′
λd
= λ−1/2 traceH⊗H((∇⊗ I − I⊗∇)Q)
= λ−1/2 traceH∇(R −R′) .
The expression of the third term on the last right hand side comes from the identity
(∇x−∇x′) ⋅ (∇y−∇y′)a(x−q√
λ
, x
′−q′√
λ
, y−q√
λ
, y
′−q′√
λ
) ∣
x=y,x′=y′
= λ−1(∇X−∇X′) ⋅ (∇X−∇X′)a(X,X ′,X,X ′)∣X=x−q√
λ
,X′=x
′−q′√
λ
.
Finally, the conclusion follows from observing that
(∇x −∇x′) ⋅ (∇y − ∇y′)δ(x − y)δ(x′ − y′)
is the integral kernel (in the sense of distributions) of the unbounded operator
−∣∇x −∇x′ ∣2 ,
while
traceH⊗H(∣X −X ′∣2Q) − traceH⊗H((∇X −∇X′)Q(∇X −∇X′))
= traceH⊗H(Q1/2C1Q1/2) .

The next lemma is the analogue of formula (54) in [6].
Lemma 3.3. For each trace-class operator K on L2(Rd) and each bounded con-
tinuous function f on Rd,
trace(OpRλ [f]∗K) = ∫
Rd×Rd
f(q, p)W˜Rλ [K](q, p)dpdq .
Proof of Lemma 3.3. By formula (7), one finds that
trace(OpRλ [f]∗K) = (2πλ)d ∫
Rd×Rd
Wλ[OpRλ [f] ](x, ξ)Wλ[K](x, ξ)dxdξ
= ∫
Rd×Rd
f ⋆Wλ[R ](x, ξ)Wλ[R](x, ξ)dxdξ
= ∫
Rd×Rd
f(q, p) (Wλ[K] ⋆Wλ[R ]∗) (q, p)dpdq
= ∫
Rd×Rd
f(q, p)W˜Rλ [K](q, p)dpdq
by definition of the generalized Husimi transform (see Definition 1.3). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By the positivity of the quantization OpRλ , assuming that f
and g are real-valued, continuous bounded functions on Rd ×Rd satisfying
(19) f(q, p) + g(q′, p′) ≤ ∣q − q′∣2 + ∣p − p′∣2
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for all p, p′, q, q′ ∈Rd, one has
OpRλ [f]⊗ IH + IH ⊗OpRλ [g]
= 1(2πλ)2d ∫(Rd×Rd)2(f(p, q) + g(p′, q′))Qλq,q′,p/λ,p′/λ dq dq′ dpdp′
≤ Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′) + λ traceH⊗H(Q1/2C1Q1/2)IH⊗H
+2λ3/2 traceL2(Rd,dz)(R −R′)∇z) ⋅ (∇x − ∇x′))
−2√λ traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)z) ⋅ (x − x′)
for each Q ∈ C(R,R′).
For each L ∈ C(K,K ′), one has
traceH⊗H(L1/2Cλ(x,x′,∇x,∇x′)L1/2) + λ traceH⊗H(Q1/2C1Q1/2)
−2√λ traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)z) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dy)(y(K −K ′))
+2λ3/2 traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)∇z ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dy)(∇y(K −K ′))
≥ traceH(OpRλ [f]K) + trace(OpKλ [g]K ′)
= ∫
Rd×Rd
f(q, p)W˜Rλ [K](q, p)dpdq +∫
Rd×Rd
g(q′, p′)W˜Rλ [K ′](q′, p′)dp′ dq′ .
Minimizing the left-hand side of this inequality as L and Q run through C(K,K ′)
and C(R,R′) respectively, one finds that
MKλ(K,K ′)2 + λMK1(R,R′)
−2√λ traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)z) ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dy)(y(K −K ′))
+2λ3/2 traceL2(Rd,dz)((R −R′)∇z ⋅ traceL2(Rd,dy)(∇y(K −K ′))
≥ ∫
Rd×Rd
f(q, p)W˜Rλ [K](q, p)dpdqs +∫
Rd×Rd
g(q′, p′)W˜Rλ [K ′](q′, p′)dp′ dq′
for all real-valued, bounded continuous functions f, g on Rd ×Rd satisfying (19).
Maximizing the right-hand side of this inequality in f, g and applying Kantorovich
duality (see Theorem 1.3 in chapter 1 of [17]) implies the announced lower bound.

4. Application to the Mean-Field Limit
Let V ≡ V (z) be a real-valued function defined on Rd and satisfying
(20) V ∈ C1,1(Rd) , ∇V ∈ L∞(Rd) , V (y) = V (−y) for all y ∈Rd .
Let ρh̵,N ≡ ρh̵,N(t) ∈ D(L2((Rd)N)) be the solution of the Cauchy problem for the
N -body Heisenberg equation
(21)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
ih̵∂tρh̵,N =
N∑
j=1
[− 1
2
h̵2∆xk , ρh̵,N ] + 1N ∑1≤j<k≤N[Vjk , ρh̵,N ] ,
ρh̵,N ∣t=0 = ρinh̵,N ,
where ρinh̵,N ∈ D2(L2((Rd)N)) is a given density operator. We have denoted Vjk
the operator on L2((Rd)N) defined by the formula
(VjkψN)(x1, . . . , xN ) ∶= V (xj − xk)ψN(x1, . . . , xN) .
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On the other hand, let ρh̵ ≡ ρh̵(t) ∈ D(L2(Rd)) be the solution of the Hartree
equation
(22)
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
ih̵∂tρh̵ = [− 12 h̵2∆x, ρh̵] + [Vρh̵ , ρh̵] ,
ρh̵∣t=0 = ρinh̵ ,
where ρinh̵ ∈ D(L2(Rd)) is a given density operator. The notation Vρh̵ designates
the time-dependent, mean-field potential defined by ρh̵(t), i.e.
Vρh̵(t)(x) ∶= trace((τxV )ρh̵(t)) where (τxV )ψ(y) ∶= V (y − x)ψ(y) .
If rh̵(t, x, y) is the integral kernel of the density operator ρh̵(t), the operator Vρh̵(t)
is the (time-dependent) multiplication operator on L2(Rd) by the function
x↦ ∫
Rd
V (x − z)rh̵(t, z, z)dz .
Denote by Ds(L2((Rd)N)) the set of symmetric density operators on L2((Rd)N),
i.e. the density operators whose integral kernel r ≡ r(x1, . . . , xN , y1, . . . , yN) satisfy
the condition
(23) r(x1, . . . , xN , y1, . . . , yN ) = r(xσ(1), . . . , xσ(N), yσ(1), . . . , yσ(N))
for all σ ∈ SN (the symmetric group on {1, . . . ,N}). In quantum mechanics, the
density operator for a set of N indistinguishable particles satisfies (23).
Theorem 2.4 in [6] states that, for all n = 1, . . . ,N and all ρinh̵,N ∈ Ds(L2((Rd)N)),
one has
1
n
MKh̵(ρh̵(t)⊗n, ρnh̵,N(t))2 ≤ 8N ∥∇V ∥L∞ e
Λt − 1
Λ
+ eΛt
N
MKh̵((ρinh̵ )⊗N , ρinh̵,N)2
for all t ≥ 0, where Λ ∶= 3 + 4Lip(∇V )2. We have denoted by ρnh̵,N(t) the n-body
marginal density associated to ρh̵,N(t), i.e. the density operator with integral kernel
rnh̵,N(t, x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn)
∶= ∫(Rd)N−n rh̵,N(t, x1, . . . , xn, zn+1, . . . , zN , y1, . . . , yn, zn+1, . . . , zN)dzn+1 . . . dzN
for n = 1, . . . ,N − 1, where rh̵,N is the integral kernel of ρinh̵,N . We also set
ρNh̵,N(t) ∶= ρh̵,N(t) .
For h̵ > 0 fixed, the mean-field limit, i.e. the approximation of ρ1h̵,N(t) by ρh̵(t)
in the large N limit, has been studied by several authors (see for instance [16, 2, 1,
5, 14, 11], and the bibliography in [6] for a more complete list of references).
The question of obtaining a uniform as h̵→ 0 rate of convergence for the mean-
field limit reduces therefore to obtaining an upper bound for
1
N
MKh̵((ρinh̵ )⊗N , ρinh̵,N)2 ,
and a lower bound for
1
n
MKh̵(ρh̵(t)⊗n, ρnh̵,N(t))2 ,
in terms of quantities better understood, and in particular involving a true distance.
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Theorem 3.1 above (a generalization of Theorem 2.3 (2) in [6]) provides a family
of such lower bounds. Specializing it to R = R′ (the extension to the general case
is trivial) one obtains that, for any R′ ∈ D2(L2(Rd)),
1
n
distMK,2(W˜R′⊗nh̵ [ρh̵(t)⊗n ], W˜R′⊗nh̵ [ρnh̵,N(t) ])2
≤ 8
N
∥∇V ∥L∞ eΛt − 1
Λ
+ eΛt
N
MKh̵((ρinh̵ )⊗N , ρinh̵,N)2 + h̵
n
MK1(R′⊗n,R′⊗n) .
An upper bound for the second term on the right hand side of the inequality
above is obtained by Theorem 3.1 above (generalization of Theorem 2.3 (1) in [6]):
one can take initial data which are generalized To¨plitz operators
(24) ρinh̵ ∶= OpRh̵ [ (2πh̵)dµinh̵ ] and ρinh̵,N = OpR⊗Nh̵ [ (2πh̵)dNµinh̵,N ]
in the sense of Definition 1.1, for any R ∈ D2(L2(Rd)) and µinh̵ , µinh̵,N Borel probabil-
ity measures onRd×Rd, (Rd×Rd)N respectively, assuming that µinh̵,N is symmetric
— in other words, µinh̵,N is invariant under all transformations of the form
(p1, . . . , pN , q1, . . . , qN )↦ (pσ(1), . . . , pσ(N), qσ(1), . . . , qσ(N))
for all permutation σ ∈ SN . Then one finds that
1
n
distMK,2(W˜R′⊗nh̵ [ρh̵(t)⊗n ], W˜R′⊗nh̵ [ρnh̵,N(t) ])2
≤ 8
N
∥∇V ∥L∞ eΛt − 1
Λ
+ eΛt
N
distMK,2 ((µinh̵ )⊗N , µinh̵,N)2
+h̵( 1
n
MK1(R′⊗n,R′⊗n)2 + eΛt
N
MK1(R⊗N ,R⊗N)2) .
The last term on the right hand side of this inequality is mastered by the following
observation.
Lemma 4.1. Let R1,R2 ∈ D2(H). For each integer n ≥ 1, one has
MK1(R⊗n1 ,R⊗n2 )2 ≤ nMK1(R1,R2)2 .
Proof. Let Q ∈ C(R1,R2); then Q⊗n ∈ C(R⊗n1 ,R⊗n2 ). Denoting XN ∶= (x1, . . . , xn)
and Yn ∶= (y1, . . . , yn), one has
C1(Xn, Yn,∇Xn ,∇Yn) = n∑
k=1
C1(xk, yk,∇xk ,∇yk) .
Hence, for all Q ∈ C(R1,R2), one has
MK1(R⊗n1 ,R⊗n2 )2 ≤ trace(H⊗H)⊗n((Q⊗n)1/2C1(Xn, Yn,∇Xn ,∇Yn)(Q⊗n)1/2)
= n∑
k=1
trace(H⊗H)⊗n((Q⊗n)1/2C1(xk, yk,∇xk ,∇yk)(Q⊗n)1/2)
= n traceH⊗H(Q1/2C1(x, y,∇x,∇y)Q1/2)
and the announced inequality follows from minimizing the right hand side as Q
runs through C(R1,R2). 
With this observation, one arrives at the following convergence rate estimate.
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Theorem 4.2. Let R,R′ ∈ D2(L2(Rd)), and let V ∈ C1;1(Rd) be an even, real-
valued potential. Let µinh̵ and µ
in
h̵,N be Borel probability measures on R
d×Rd and on(Rd×Rd)N respectively, such that µinh̵,N is symmetric in its N phase space variables.
For ρinh̵ ≡ OpRh̵ [(2πh̵)dµinh̵ ] ∈ D2(L2(Rd)), denote by ρh̵ ≡ ρh̵(t)D(L2(Rd)) the
solution of the Cauchy problem (22) for the Hartree equation.
Let N ≥ 1, and for each ρinh̵,N ≡ OpR⊗Nh̵ [(2πh̵)dNµinh̵,N ] ∈ Ds(L2((Rd)N)), denote
by ρh̵,N ≡ ρh̵,N(t) ∈ Ds(L2((Rd)N)) the solution of the Cauchy problem (21) for
the N -particle Heisenberg equation. Then, for each n = 1, . . . ,N , one has
(25)
1
n
distMK,2(W˜R′⊗nh̵ [ρh̵(t)⊗n ], W˜R′⊗nh̵ [ρnh̵,N(t) ])2
≤ 8
N
∥∇V ∥L∞ eΛt − 1
Λ
+ eΛt
N
distMK,2 ((µinh̵ )⊗N , µinh̵,N)2
+h̵ (MK1(R′,R′)2 + eΛtMK1(R,R)2) .
This result calls for some remarks on the choice of the density operators R and
R′, and on the initial data for (22) and (21).
In order to improve the convergence rate estimate in Theorem 4.2, one must
choose the density operators R′ so as to minimize the third term on the right hand
side of (25).
For instance, assume that R′ satisfies the condition
MK1(R′,R′)2 = 2d = min
ρ∈D2(L2(Rd))
MK1(ρ, ρ)2 .
This would be the case with R′ = ∣a⟩⟨a∣, where a is the Gaussian density (4).
Next, if µinh̵,N = (µinh̵ )⊗N , the second term on the right hand side of (25) vanishes
and, with R and R′ chosen as above, one finds that
(26)
1
n
distMK,2(W˜R′⊗nh̵ [ρh̵(t)⊗n ], W˜R′⊗nh̵ [ρnh̵,N(t) ])2
≤ 8
N
∥∇V ∥L∞ eΛt − 1
Λ
+ h̵(2d + eΛtMK1(R,R)2) .
Another possible choice is
R = R′ = ∣a⟩⟨a∣
and
(27) ρinh̵ = ∣p, q, λ, a⟩⟨p, q, λ, a∣ and ρinh̵,N = ∣p, q, λ, a⟩⟨p, q, λ, a∣⊗N ,
for all a ∈ H1(Rd) satisfying
∫
Rd
∣a(y)∣2 dy = 1,∫
Rd
∣y∣2∣a(y)∣2 dy <∞ ,
with ∣p, q, λ, a⟩ defined as in (3).
In general
MK1(∣a⟩⟨a∣ ∣a⟩⟨a∣)2 > 2dh̵
so that the third term on the right hand side of (25) is not minimal with this choice
of density operators R and R′. Yet this class of examples is important, since the
N -body density operator above is of the form
ρinh̵,N = ∣Ψinh̵,N ⟩⟨Ψinh̵,N ∣
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where
Ψinh̵,N(x1, . . . , xN ) = N∏
k=1
∣p, q⟩(xk) .
In particular, this class of initial data is defined in terms of a symmetric N -particle
wave-function, i.e.
Ψinh̵,N(xσ(1), . . . , xσ(N)) = Ψinh̵,N(x1, . . . , xN ) for all σ ∈SN .
The corresponding density matrix satisfies the symmetry relation
(28) rinh̵,N(xσ(1), . . . , xσ(N), yτ(1), . . . , yτ(N)) = rinh̵,N(x1, . . . , xN , y1, . . . , yN)
for all (possibly different) σ, τ ∈ SN , where rinh̵,N is the integral kernel of Rinh̵,N .
This symmetry condition is of course more stringent than (23), and expresses the
fact that the N particles under consideration are bosons. Note that any factorized
bosonic state is the tensor power of a one particle pure state.
In other words, combining Theorem 2.4 in [6] with Theorems 2.2 and 3.1 above
allows us to consider a larger class of initial data for which a uniform as h̵ → 0
convergence rate of the form (26) holds true. In particular, one can choose in this
way many different initial conditions satisfying the Bose symmetry condition (28),
which states as in (24) may fail to satisfy, unless µin = δp,q. We refer to chapter IX
in [9] for a more detailed discussion of Bose statistics.
5. How to Metrize the Set of Quantum Densities?
We shall conclude this paper with a few remarks on the problem of metrizing
the set of quantum densities. For sake of simplicity we will state the result in
the standard Gaussian To¨plitz quantization, but the same arguments are valid for
general density matrices as defined in this article.
For R1,R2 ∈ D(L2(Rd)), it is customary in quantum mechanics to measure the
distance between R1 and R2 in terms of the trace-norm (see for instance [16, 14]) —
sometimes also in terms of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm [14] or of the operator norm
[11].
More generally, one can think of measuring the distance between R1 and R2 in
terms of the Schatten norms
∥R1 −R2∥Lp(Rd) , for 1 ≤ p ≤∞ .
In this section, we denote by L(H) the algebra of bounded operators on the (sepa-
rable) Hilbert space H, and by ∥T ∥ the operator norm of T ∈ L(H). For p ∈ [1,∞),
the Schatten class Lp(H) is the two-sided ideal of L(H) whose elements are the
operators T ∈ L(H) such that (T ∗T )p/2 is trace-class, and we denote the Schatten
norm on Lp(H) by ∥T ∥Lp(H) ∶= trace((T ∗T )p/2)1/p .
In particular, L1(H) is the set of trace-class operators on H and ∥T ∥L1(H) the trace-
norm of T ∈ L1(H), while L2(H) is the set of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H and∥T ∥L1(H) the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of T ∈ L2(H). (For more details on Schatten
classes with exponent p ∈ (1,∞) ∖ {2}, see Example 2 in the Appendix to IX.4 on
p. 41 in [13]; the more classical cases p = 1 and p = 2 are discussed in section VI.6
of [12].)
Consider the special case
R1 = ∣p1, q1⟩⟨p1, q1∣ , R2 = ∣p2, q2⟩⟨p2, q2∣ ,
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assuming that (p1, q1) /= (p2, q2). Here ∣p, q⟩ are the coherent states as defined in
(3) with λ = h̵ and a is the standard Gaussian a as defined in (4). In that case,
R1 −R2 is a self-adjoint operator satisfying
trace(R1 −R2) = 0 and rank(R1 −R2) = 2 .
Hence
∥R1 −R2∥Lp(L2(Rd)) = 21/p∥R1 −R2∥L(L2(Rd)) , 1 ≤ p <∞ .
In particular
∥R1 −R2∥Lp(L2(Rd)) = 2 1p− 12 ∥R1 −R2∥L2(L2(Rd)) ,
and the Hilbert-Schmidt norm ∥R1 −R2∥L2(L2(Rd)) can be computed explicitly as
follows: ∥R1 −R2∥2Lp(L2(Rd)) = trace(R21 +R22 −R1R2 −R2R1)
= trace(R1 +R2 − 2R1R2)
= 2(1 − trace(R1R2))
= 2(1 − ∣⟨p1, q1∣p2, q2⟩∣2) ,
so that ∥R1 −R2∥Lp(L2(Rd)) = 21/p√1 − ∣⟨p1, q1∣p2, q2⟩∣2 .
In the case where a is the Gaussian (4), one can compute explicitly
∣⟨p1, q1∣p2, q2⟩∣2 = e−(∣p1−p2 ∣2+∣q1−q2∣2)/2h̵ ,
(by using Theorem VI.23 in [12]) and hence
∥R1 −R2∥Lp(L2(Rd)) = 21/p√1 − e−(∣p1−p2 ∣2+∣q1−q2∣2)/2h̵
In the semiclassical limit, i.e. for h̵→ 0, one has
∥R1 −R2∥Lp(L2(Rd)) → 21/pδ(p1,q1),(p2,q2)
where δ is the Kronecker symbol (i.e. δx,y = 0 if x /= y and δx,x = 1). In other
words, in the semiclassical limit, all the metrics between orthogonal projections on
coherent states defined in terms of Schatten norms converge (up to some unessen-
tial normalizing factor) to the discrete metric, defining the (uninteresting) trivial
topology on the phase space.
Put in other words, one should think of the quantum densities R1 and R2 as
being the quantum analogues of the Dirac probability measures δ(p1,q1) and δ(p2,q2)
respectively, defined on the phase space Rd ×Rd, and
∥R1 −R2∥Lp(L2(Rd)) → 2 1p−1∥δ(p1,q1) − δ(p2,q2)∥TV as h̵→ 0 ,
where ∥m∥TV denotes the total variation of the signed measure m.
In the semiclassical limit, quantum particles become perfectly localized on trajec-
tories in phase space. The elementary computation above shows that the Schatten
norms cannot detect distances between phase space points of order larger than
O(h̵1/2), and are therefore unfit for measuring distances between points on trajec-
tories in phase space.
At variance with the Schatten norms, the pseudo-distance MKh̵ behaves like the
Euclidean distance in phase space in the semiclassical limit, i.e. for h̵ → 0. In the
special case considered above, one has indeed, by Corollary 2.3
(29) MKh̵(R1,R2)2 = ∣p1 − p2∣2 + ∣q1 − q2∣2 + h̵MK1(∣a⟩⟨a∣, ∣a⟩⟨a∣) .
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Although MKh̵ is not a distance
4 on D(L2(Rd)), we believe that the few remarks
above are the best justification for using MKh̵ as a means of metrizing D(L2(Rd))
in the context of the semiclassical limit of quantum mechanics.
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4Indeed, MK̵h(R,R)
2
≥ 2dh̵ for all R ∈ D2(L2(Rd)), according to formula (14) in [6]. Also,
we do not know whether MK̵h satisfies the triangle inequality.
